Purpose The hypothesis of this study was that singlelegged horizontal hop test ratios would correlate with IKDC, KOOS, and Marx activity level scores in patients 2 years after primary ACL reconstruction. Methods Individual patient-reported outcome tools and hop test ratios on 69 ACL reconstructed patients were compared using correlations and multivariable modeling. Correlations between specific questions on the IKDC and KOOS concerning the ability to jump and hop ratios were also performed. Results The triple-hop ratio was moderately but significantly correlated with the IKDC, KOOS Sports and Recreation subscale, and the KOOS Knee Related Quality of Life subscale, as well as with the specific questions related to jumping. Similar but weaker relationship patterns were found for the single-hop ratio and timed hop. No significant correlations were found for the Marx activity level or crossover-hop ratio. Multivariable modeling showed almost no significant additional contribution to predictability of the IKDC or KOOS subscores by gender, BMI, or the number of faults on either leg. Conclusions The triple-hop test is most significantly correlated with patient-reported outcome scores. Multivariable modeling indicates that less than a quarter of the variability in outcome scores can be explained by hop test results. This indicates that neither test can serve as a direct proxy for the other; however, assessment of patient physical function by either direct report using validated outcome tools or by the hop test will provide relatively comparable data. Level of evidence II.
Introduction
Multiple manuscripts have been written addressing the problem of an array of different outcome measures utilized in outcomes-based research in orthopedics, particularly as it relates to the issues of clinician-based ''observed'' measures and patient-based ''reported'' measures [4, 6, 11, 15, 25, 27, 30] . ''Function'' is an outcome important to patient satisfaction after ACL reconstruction [12] . However, there are numerous tools that can be used to measure function, and measurements used to determine return-toplay may be different than those ultimately used to determine surgical outcome [11] . Several studies have investigated various measures of function to determine whether a single test could be sufficient for describing patient function and found that observed measurements and patient-reported measurements of function have poor correlation [1, 4, 14, 15, 21, 24] , leading to the recommendation that both types of measurements should be utilized [4] .
The overall goal of this study was to examine the specific relationship between observed measurements and patient-reported measurements at a minimum of 2 years after ACL reconstruction. This study compared functional outcomes in primary ACL reconstruction patients using four clinician-administered functional hop tests [16] and three patient-reported outcome tools: the Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcomes Survey (KOOS) [22] , the current version of the International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) subjective form [10] , and the Marx activity level score [13] . These patient-reported outcome surveys have been shown to have good reliability, validity (IKDC [10] , KOOS [22] , Marx [13] ), and significance to patients [26] . The single-legged hop test is the only functional test incorporated as part of the IKDC overall outcome measurements and has also been shown to have good reliability and validity [15, 20, 23] .
While some studies have been performed on similar topics [1, 4, 14, 15, 21, 24] , this is the first to compare all four hop tests with the current versions of the IKDC, KOOS, and Marx activity scale with enough patients for multivariable analysis, which allows for controlling for variable patient contributions, such as gender and BMI and including a ''faults'' variable as a potential indicator of hop quality. Additionally, the relationship between the specific question on the KOOS and the IKDC related to jumping and the hop scores were evaluated.
The purpose of this study was to determine which of the observed hop scores most closely correlates with patient report of function and to examine how much of the variability in the patient report can be explained by direct observation of hopping. We also tested the hypothesis that the hop scores would be more highly correlated with individual questions related to jumping than with the entire outcomes scores.
Materials and methods
All subjects participated between 24 and 39 months after ACL reconstruction. Subjects were required to be between 12 and 35 years of age, injured while playing a sport (selfreported at the time of surgery), have no previous surgery on the contralateral knee, and at the time of surgery found to have no greater than a grade 2 sprain of the medial collateral ligament (MCL), lateral collateral ligament (LCL), or posterior cruciate ligament (PCL). All subjects were originally enrolled by three surgeons in the Multicenter Orthopaedic Outcomes Network (MOON) study and had undergone a primary ACL reconstruction which had not been revised at the time of testing. Patients could not participate while pregnant or if they had a known rupture of either ACL. Patients who could not be scheduled for testing prior to the end of 39 months were determined to be no longer eligible for study. One hundred eighty-one potential candidates were identified (see Fig. 1 ). Twenty-five individuals were not offered participation because they were unable to be reached in the appropriate time frame. Study numbers from one site were ordered by random sampling using R software, and the last 16 individuals were removed from the eligible pool prior to study initiation due to throughput concerns. Nine patients were determined to be ineligible at the time of contact or became ineligible due to retear or surgery on the contralateral knee. Thus, 131 individuals were informed of the study and offered participation. Eighty-one of these 131 individuals chose to participate in the study. Twelve individuals were not included in the analysis of the hop test. Of those 12, two individuals did not attempt the hop test due to unrelated health issues; one did not complete study testing due to scheduling constraints. One began the testing protocol, but discontinued testing after reporting instability in the knee. Eight people prior to attempting the hop test reported that they had some problem related to lower limb or trunk, which in the patient's judgment might prevent one or both legs from performing the test properly. The remaining group of 69 included 28 men, of whom 15 had ACL reconstructions on the left leg and 13 on the right; and 41 women, of whom 16 had ACL reconstructions on the left and 25 on the right.
Patients were introduced to the study by either the operating surgeon or study staff. Patients who indicated interest were mailed Vanderbilt University, The Ohio State University, or Cleveland Clinic Foundation Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved consent documentation. Patients traveled to the testing site where they completed a 13-page questionnaire prior to additional testing ending in a battery of hop tests.
Testing procedures
Subjects completed a 13-page questionnaire on the day of testing, prior to hopping, which included the validated outcome instruments of the KOOS, IKDC, and Marx activity level score. Subjects had completed the same questionnaire at the time of surgery and so had some familiarity with the questions. Scoring was performed according to established methods for each questionnaire [2, 13, 22] .
Subjects subsequently completed a battery of four hop tests in the following order: single hop, triple hop, crossover hop for distance, and a six-meter timed hop [16] . All subjects started with their right leg (regardless of their injured side) and had one practice hop followed by the number of trials necessary to document three successful hops measured for distance (or timed) before repeating the process with their left leg. Distance was measured from toe at start to toe at landing. A successful hop required the patient to maintain the one-footed landing so that it could be accurately measured. Two-footed landings, touching the ground or walls with the hands or arms, double hops, or hops that moved too far or not enough in the lateral direction were counted as ''faults.'' The number of failed hops per side per test was recorded. No instructions about how to hop were given; subjects were simply instructed to hop as far or as fast as they could in a controlled enough way so as to avoid the aforementioned list of ''faults.'' Testing was done under the supervision of a licensed physical therapist for safety and proper test administration. Subjects paced themselves. The single hop consisted of one forward hop along a line. The triple hop consisted of three consecutive, forward hops along a line, and the cumulative distance was measured. The crossover hop consisted of three consecutive, angled hops during which the subject started on the ipsilateral side of a 6-inch-wide line and hopped as far forward as he/she could while fully crossing the line to the other side, the second hop was the same, but crossed back to the original side, and the third hop mimicked the first. Cumulative distance along the line was measured. For the timed hop test, patients hopped on one leg along a 6-meter line as quickly as possible. Testers began the stopwatch when the tester called ''go'' and stopped the stopwatch when the tester saw the subject pass the end of the line.
Statistical analysis
All analyses were carried out using R software [19] . (R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. ISBN 3-900051-07-0, URL http://www.R-project.org).
Calculation of hop ratio
Initial analysis of hop distances performed on each leg revealed that hop distances increased with the order of the measured hops. Consequently, hops were corrected for learning accrued during the course of each test by applying a linear mixed model. Hop measure was regressed on by gender, order of hop (1-6), and whether the hop was being performed by the involved or uninvolved extremity. This provided an estimate of the order effect, the expected percent increase in hop measure compared with the first hop due to order, when gender and side of injury are controlled. This order effect is assumed to be due to a combination of learning and fatiguing that occurs as the patient repeatedly performs the same test in order to achieve six measured hops (3 right, then 3 left). By dividing each hop measurement by the estimated percent increase due to order, a corrected measure was calculated. The geometric mean for the three adjusted measurements was calculated, and a hop ratio derived for each test by dividing the average corrected hop measurement from the index side by the average corrected hop measurement from the contralateral, normal side. Thus, for hops for distance, a ratio of 1.0 would mean that the surgical limb performed as well as the nonsurgical limb, a ratio less than 1.0 would translate to the surgical limb performing worse than the nonsurgical limb, and a ratio greater than 1.0 equates to the surgical side performing better than the normal contralateral limb. Note that for the timed hop, however, lower ratios indicate relatively higher function for the surgical leg.
Correlations
Correlations were assessed using Spearman's rho (q) correlation coefficient. Correlation coefficients between 0.3 and 0.5 are considered to be moderate [5] .
Linear regression
Patient-oriented outcome scores were regressed on by the independent variables of gender, body mass index (BMI), and by three test specific factors: the number of faults committed while hopping on the surgical leg, the number of faults committed while hopping on the normal leg, and the hop ratio for that test. Initially, the regressions were performed allowing for a nonlinear contribution of the ratio. The nonlinear contribution had less than 0.05 significance for all models except for one: KOOS Sports and Recreation score regressed on by the single-hop ratio; thus, the nonlinear contribution was dropped from these models and the regression was rerun without them. To check distributional assumptions of the ols models, q-q plots of residuals were used to assess normality.
Results
Participants (Table 1) Patients completed the hop test 2.2-3.2 years after ACL reconstruction. Age ranged from 16 to 35 years. Patient variables stratified by gender and surgical knee are presented in Table 1 .
Hop ratios (Fig. 2 ) Figure 2 summarizes the frequency distributions of the hop ratios from the 4 tests, stratified by gender and surgical knee.
Patient-reported outcomes (Fig. 3) IKDC subjective scores, KOOS Sports and Recreation subscores, KOOS Knee Related Quality of Life subscores, and Marx activity scores were calculated for each person and summary statistics are shown in Fig. 3 .
Correlation between hop tests and patient-reported outcomes (Table 2) Using Spearman correlations between each outcome measure and each hop test ratio, the strongest relationship was found to be a moderate, positive correlation between the IKDC scores and the hop ratios, particularly for the tripleand single-hop tests ( Table 2 ). The KOOS Sports and Recreation subscore was weakly correlated with the tripleand single-hop test. For the KOOS Knee Related Quality of Life, only the correlation with the triple-hop ratio was significant, and it had a moderate rho value of 0.31. None of the hop ratios were significantly correlated with Marx activity levels.
Logistical model (Table 3) Ordinary least squares multivariable modeling was used to describe the relationship between the patient-reported outcomes and the hop scores, accounting for the contributions of individual patient factors (Table 3) . For the models regressed on the IKDC, the single-, triple-, and timed-hop ratios were significant contributors. BMI was a significant contributor in the IKDC regression model using the crossover hop. For the KOOS Sports and Recreation subscores, the single-and timed-hop ratios had P values less than 0.05 in their respective models. The triple-hop ratio had a P value of 0.06. The number of faults on the surgical leg was a significant contributor in the single-hop model. For the KOOS Knee Related Quality of Life subscore, the triple-hop ratio was a significant contributor to the model. For the Marx activity scores, no hop ratio provided any significant contribution to the model; however, the number of faults on the normal contralateral leg was shown to be significant for both the single-and triplehop models. Predictive discrimination for the models tended to be low although the models for the IKDC had the best predictive value followed by the KOOS Sports and Recreation. The q-q plots of residuals from the ols models appeared normal.
Correlations between individual outcome questions and hop tests (Figs. 4, 5) For the IKDC jump question, the triple-and single-hop ratios had moderate correlation with significant P values (Fig. 4) . The relationship with the timed-hop ratios was weaker but still significant. Again, the crossover hop had poor correlation with the individual jump question. For the KOOS jump question, the triple-hop ratio had moderate correlation and was significant (Fig. 5 ). The correlations with the single-and timed-hop ratios were a bit weaker and less significant.
Discussion
The most important finding of the present study was the moderate but significant correlation between the triple-hop ratios and the patient-reported outcomes. This study aimed to examine the relationship between measures of function taken from both patient-and clinician-oriented approaches Fig. 2 Hop ratio summary statistics. The chart shows the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles stratified by gender and side of injury, for each test. The histograms show for each test the frequency of ratios for the entire population. Gray bars represent ratios for which the surgical leg jumped further or faster than the normal leg. Frequencies were summed over ratios at 0.05 intervals at least 2 years post-ACL reconstruction. The reasons for choosing this time point were threefold: (1) the assumption that all patients had reached full recovery, as opposed to an earlier time point where function is likely to be measured as part of determination of fitness to return-to-play and highly variable among the group due to individualized healing and confidence; (2) due to an interest in evaluating surgical outcomes, and; (3) in accordance with the twoyear minimum follow-up time recommended by the International Knee Documentation Committee.
Scores on the patient-reported outcome tools and the hop tests indicate that patients' responses in this study 2 years after ACL reconstruction were consistent with previous reports. On the IKDC, most of the ACL reconstruction patients fell between the 25th and the 50th percentiles reported for normal populations of similar age [2] . In addition, KOOS Sports and Recreation and Knee Related Quality of Life subscores were comparable to those reported for the normal population and patients 1 year past ACL reconstruction [17, 22] . Hop scores on the single and timed hops are similar to those previously reported at 2 years post-ACL reconstruction [3, 24] .
The current study found slightly higher correlations between hop scores and validated outcomes than found by similar studies. Previous work by Sernert et al. [24] looking at outcomes of ACL reconstruction approximately 2-5 years post-surgery showed a 0.28 correlation coefficient between the single hop and the global IKDC scores, slightly lower than the 0.32 coefficient found in this study. This lower score may be due to using the global score from an earlier version of the IKDC in the Sernert study, which included laxity and range of motion evaluated by an independent examiner in addition to the patient subjective score. The correlation of 0.24 for the single and triple hop with the KOOS Sports and Recreation subscore is in agreement with the single-hop results found at a similar time point for a group of reconstructed and conservatively treated patients with ACL tears, although in that study, P values were slightly higher (P = 0.07), possibly due to fewer subjects in their study [1] . In a series of older meniscectomized and normal patients, the correlation coefficient between the single hop and KOOS Sports and Recreation score was lower (r = 0.14) [21] , possibly due to the difference in population. Other groups have used different patient-reported outcome tools at approximately 6 months post-ACL reconstruction and found moderate correlations with the hop tests [20, 29] . One study of 345 patients with ACL tears at 6 weeks post-injury found a significant but moderate correlation between the timed hop and a global prediction of knee function [9] . One might expect people with high activity levels in terms of running, cutting, stopping, and pivoting to be high functioning. However, what patients choose to do in terms of activity and level may not be directly related to their functional ability [13] . Finding that some people with high hop scores have low Marx activity levels was less surprising than finding that three individuals with hop ratios of 0.8 or less on the single hop had Marx activity level scores of 12, indicating that a high hop ratio is not always present in a patient with a high activity level. As the Marx activity score focuses on frequency and specific types of activity, it is possible that these individuals maintain high frequency of activity at less intensity than those with better functional scores. Interestingly, the one significant predictor of the Marx activity level score was the number of faults on the normal, contralateral limb. Based upon this team's interactions with the patients, it is hypothesized that people with very high Marx scores tend to be more competitive and push themselves to achieve hop distances that are beyond their ability to land, even on their good side.
Additional analyses using multivariable modeling showed almost no significant additional contribution to predictability of the IKDC or KOOS subscores by gender or BMI. This was an unexpected result due to significant contribution of these patient variables to the KOOS and IKDC in other population and multivariable analyses [2, 7, 8, 18] . However, this sample is small and homogeneous compared with the population studies and the current analyses additionally less complex than these previous multivariable analyses, possibly explaining the differences seen.
The number of faults on each limb has not previously been examined, but was included in this analysis to account for both a learning effect and fatigue related to hopping over and above the expected four hops (practice plus three) per side and as a potential indicator of hop quality, control, and consistency. It was observed that two limbs may achieve the same distance, but for one, those successful hops may have been three among eight due to unsteady landings or poorly controlled direction of hop, while the other may have landed three in a row without a wobble. This study includes number of faults as a way of addressing hop quality control component without increasing the complexity of the testing procedure. Although faults on either leg were predominantly not predictive of patientreported outcomes, they were a significant factor in the KOOS Sports and Recreation model using the single hop, and, as previously discussed, the number of faults on the normal limb was a significant factor in several models regressed on the Marx. Additionally, patients were generally consistent on which tests had the most faults. The crossover-hop test had the highest mean and a maximum of 10 faults per side, the timed hop had a maximum of two, and nearly all individuals had fewer than five faults per side for the single and triple hop (data not shown). While the crossover hop was not correlated with patient outcomes, previous studies of several functional tests indicated that the crossover was the best test to use for evaluating landing [28] . In this study this test incurred the most faults, leading to agreement that the crossover is the most difficult task in regard to landing. These data suggest that additional investigation into faults on hop tests is warranted.
These data show that for multiple models, the hop test ratio is a significant predictor for the patient-reported outcome scores; however, only a small part of the patientreported outcome scores are explained by the results of the hop tests. To determine whether this may have been due to the number of items related to other functions included in the questionnaires, the single questions from the IKDC and the KOOS Sports and Recreation outcome tools specifically related to jumping were examined and compared with the hop test ratios using Spearman correlations. The correlations between the hop ratios and the questions specifically directed toward jumping were similar to the correlations found between the hop ratios and the overall outcomes scores. This similarity suggests that a model including a physical test score corresponding to each question on the outcome tool may not more strongly predict patient outcomes scores than the hop test does alone. This underscores the idea that while sharing some similarities, the information gleaned from observed measurements is different than what is obtained from patient report. This study is not without its limitations. First, due to low patient number, reconstruction variables such as graft type, surgeon, as well as meniscal and chondral pathology and treatment were not included in the analysis. While neither graft type nor surgeon seems likely to affect these outcomes, meniscal and chondral status may. Second, patients were examined within a 16-month window. The assumption was made that no significant change in function either due to being in or out of sports seasons or to elapsed time would occur during the interval over which patients participated, but this assumption has not been tested. Third, site effect was not evaluated. Variance due to site was addressed and minimized by including training sessions and site visits to standardize testing protocol across centers, although the possibility of an effect remains. Fourth, no attempt was made to account for patients' sports activities, and it is possible, for example, that basketball players perform differently on hop tests than soccer players due to higher incidence of jumping in their sport. Complete accounting for sports' contributions would be potentially difficult since previous and secondary sports may also influence performance.
Conclusion
Moderate association between the patient-reported outcomes scores for the IKDC and KOOS subscores with the triple-and single-hop test reinforces the idea that neither method of evaluating patient function at least 2 years after ACL reconstruction can be directly substituted for the other, but that both measurements represent some complementary factors related to function. Even after Results of ordinary least squares modeling. General model is provided above the chart. Models are grouped by outcome score. Each model is identified by the hop test used to create the ratio. Coefficients, coefficients adjusted for the number of degrees of freedom, and the P value for each independent predictor are listed. * Indicates P values less than 0.05. These values are also shown in bold accounting for patient characteristics, less than a quarter of the variability in the patient-reported outcomes scores can be explained by hop scores, and focusing on specific jumping questions has almost no improvement in correlation between patient response and measured hopping. However, for large studies where having all subjects return to the clinic is not feasible, patient-reported outcome scores related to function 2 years after reconstruction will IKDC 14h. How does your knee affect your ability to jump and land on your involved leg? provide relatively comparable results to those that might be collected by direct observation of hopping at that same time point.
